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A model is proposed to explain hysteresis observed in fireball formation and extinction as electrode bias is
varied in partially ionized plasmas. Formation is predicted after a sufficiently deep potential well is established
in the electron sheath of the electrode. Under the experimental conditions considered, once the fireball
forms the plasma potential rapidly increases, resulting in electrons being only lost to the electrode.Previous
predictions suggest that once formed the fireball double layer must maintain a potential close to the ionization
potential of the neutral gas to remain in a steady state. In this paper, it is predicted that changes in electrode
bias after formation results in a corresponding change in fireball size and plasma potential. This change
in plasma potential allows the double layer potential to be maintained at biases both above and below the
electrode bias at onset. The fireball extinguishes when the required double layer potential can no longer be
maintained with balance of current loss of the bulk plasma. These predictions are tested experimentally and
are found to be in good agreement with the measurements.
Fireballs are a discharge phenomenon that can oc-
cur near electrodes biased above the plasma poten-
tial by an amount greater than the neutral gas ioniza-
tion potential1. They are characterized by a secondary
plasma whose plasma potential is near the electrode po-
tential and at its boundary is separated from the bulk
plasma by a double layer. Typically, the fireball plasma
is several hundred Debye lengths, much larger than the
initial sheath scale. Recent experimental studies of fire-
balls have focused on their stability2–5 and properties as
ion sources6–8. One of the most common observations is
hysteresis in the current-voltage (I-V) traces between the
upswing and downswing of the electrode bias9,10, see Fig.
1A. Upon increasing the electrode bias, the fireball on-
set is abrupt lasting on the order of a microsecond once a
critical electrode bias is exceeded9,11. This critical bias is
determined by the neutral gas pressure, electrode area,
and the electron-impact ionization cross section of the
neutral gas12. After onset, increased current collection is
observed primarily due to the greater electron collection
by the surface area of the fireball compared to that of the
initial electron sheath, but also due to an increased ion-
ization rate within the fireball. Upon decrementing the
electrode bias below the critical bias, the fireball persists
and the increased current collection relative to the pre-
fireball formation value continues to be observed. The
fireball eventually collapses after continued decrementa-
tion of the electrode bias and the electron current collec-
tion returns to pre-fireball levels.
When the plasma chamber is small enough, fireball
formation result in a state of global non-ambipolar flow
where electrons are only lost to the fireball surface area13.
In this state, the bulk plasma potential is locked to a
fixed offset of the potential of the electrode due to the
nearly exclusive collection of electrons by the electrode
resulting from the relatively large ratio of electron collec-
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tion area, represented by the fireball surface area, to ion
collection area represented by the plasma chamber wall.
This behavior has been observed in previous experimen-
tal studies9,10. The description in this paper concerns
plasmas in which changes in the fireball size affect the
bulk plasma potential where, as to be shown, the fireball
area is limited by the chamber size and the requirement
for global current balance.
In this paper, a mechanism for this hysteresis is pre-
sented. The critical electrode bias required for fireball
onset was described in a previous work as being due to
formation of an ion rich layer by increased ionization in
the electron sheath12. Here, the model is extended to
predict the minimum electrode bias that can maintain
a fireball after formation. Fireballs in steady state have
been observed and theoretically predicted to have a dou-
ble layer potential near the ionization potential of the
neutral gas9,10,12. A double layer potential near the ion-
ization potential is needed to preserve particle and power
balance of the fireball12. This paper predicts that as the
electrode bias varies the surface area of the fireball will
change, causing changes in the plasma potential and al-
lowing the required double layer potential to be main-
tained. The fireball is predicted to extinguish only at
a sufficiently low electrode bias that the minimum dou-
ble layer potential can no longer be maintained. These
predictions are shown to compare well with new experi-
mental measurements.
In the model of Ref. 12, the critical electrode bias
for fireball onset relative to the plasma potential, ∆φc,
was determined by requiring that the ion birth rate due
to electron-impact ionization of neutrals within the elec-
tron sheath exceeds the ion loss rate to the bulk plasma
through the sheath surface. Once this occurs, a poten-
tial well forms due to the buildup of ions in the sheath,
which traps low energy electrons born from ionization
and forms a quasineutral fireball plasma. In the model,
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FIG. 1. A) The measured electrode I-V characteristic exhibit-
ing hysteresis with red markers indicating different features
of the hysteresis described in the text. B) The corresponding
plasma potential values. C) Cartoon potential profiles typical
of those which correspond to the conditions indicated by the
red markers in A) and B).
the critical electrode bias is determined by
1
2
AS
AE
√
mi
me
nnσI(e∆φc)zS(e∆φc) = 1, (1)
where
zS(e∆φc) = 0.79λDe
(
e∆φc
Te
)3/4
(2)
is the electron sheath thickness14,15 and
AS
AE
=
piDzS + pi(D/2)
2
pi(D/2)2
(3)
is the ratio of sheath surface area to electrode surface
area. Given data for the energy dependent electron-
impact ionization cross section of the neutral species and
its density, σI(E = e∆φc) and nn, the critical bias can
be solved. This produced estimates for the critical bias
which accurately predicted experimental values for vari-
ation in both pressure and electrode size observed in
Ref. 10.
The model of Ref. 12 also predicted requirements for
a steady-state fireball by considering particle and power
balance of the fireball plasma along with the flux balance
given by the Langmuir condition Γe = Γi
√
mi/me, where
Γe,i are the flux densities of the electrons and ions at
the boundary of the double layer. The condition for the
double layer potential was found to be
e∆φDL = EI +O(Te,F), (4)
where O(Te,F) is a term that is of the order of the elec-
tron temperature in the fireball, typically a few eV. A
value of e∆φDL greater than that given by Eq. 4 results
in an imbalance in the steady-state Langmuir condition
due to an overdensity in the fireball. Such an overden-
sity leads to outward motion of the double layer surface16
and an increase of the fireball size. A restoring effect is
produced by an increase in the plasma potential, which
decreases e∆φDL as the fireball’s electron collection area
increases. Time resolved measurements of increases in
plasma potential with fireball size have been experimen-
tally observed for a fireball expanding to its equilibrium
size just after onset, see Fig. 9 of Ref. 9.
The hysteresis can be understood by considering these
elements of the model in conjunction with a considera-
tion of global current balance of the entire plasma. Con-
sidering a positively biased electrode with sheath area
AS in a plasma bounded by walls with area AW, the
plasma potential is determined by balancing the global
electron and ion currents lost. Setting the electron cur-
rent Ie = e0.39novTe [AS + AW exp(− eφpTe )] equal to the
ion current Ii = eΓi,BAW and solving for the plasma po-
tential φp results in φp,0 = −Tee ln(µ − AS/AW), where
µ = 2.3
√
me/mi, Γi,B = 0.61no
√
Te/mi is the Bohm
flux, and 0.39novTe is the electron thermal flux
17. This
will determine the initial plasma potential before fireball
formation. The location of the initial plasma potential is
marked with a red star on the experimentally measured
electrode I-V and plasma potential-electrode bias curves
in Fig. 1A and 1B. A corresponding drawing of a typical
pre-onset sheath potential is shown in Fig. 1C. Increas-
ing the electrode bias ∆φc above φp,0 will initiate fireball
onset.
Once the fireball forms it will expand until the steady-
state double layer potential ∆φDL is reached. As the
double layer expands its surface area AF increases, which
results in an increase of plasma potential to compensate
for the additional electron loss18. After expanding it
reaches a value φp1 given by
φp1 = −Te
e
ln
(
µ− AF
AW
)
, (5)
the electrode bias still being fixed at φE,1 = φp,0 + ∆φc.
This fireball configuration represented by the conditions
3φE,1 and φp,1 is marked with the red square in Fig. 1A
and 1B, and a corresponding drawing of the fireball po-
tential profile is shown in Fig. 1C. The relation between
the fireball area and plasma potential given by Eq. 5 is
valid for any steady state fireball area AF .
As long as AF/AW < µ for the initial fireball surface
area prior to fireball expansion a stable fireball can ex-
ist. For the experimental parameters under considera-
tion, the plasma potential is much greater than the wall
potential when the fireball is present. Once the fireball
forms, electrons are only lost to the fireball due to the
large value of the bulk plasma potential and ions are only
lost to the walls owing to the large double layer potential.
The result is that the bulk plasma is in a state of global
non-ambipolar flow. Due to this state, the value of the
plasma potential is determined by the electrode poten-
tial. Furthermore, assuming the fireball plasma potential
is near the electrode potential (discussed in the following
paragraph), the fireball area is set by the current balance
condition in Eq. 5 and φE,1 − φp1 ≈ ∆φDL. Therefore,
the fireball area is determined in part by the chamber
wall area AW. This relation predicts that larger fireball
areas are possible in larger plasma chambers.
Assuming that the plasma potential inside the fireball
is near that of the electrode, its value after steady-state is
established is approximately φE,1−∆φDL ≈ φE,1−EI/e,
see the blue line in Fig. 1B. Such an assumption can be
justified for the experiments presented in this paper if the
sheath between the fireball plasma and electrode is an ion
sheath, which in a fireball typically has a small potential
drop. From Ref. 12, the condition for an ion sheath is
1 + AF/AE < 0.6
√
TeImi/2piTeCme, where TeI/TeC ∼ 1
is the ratio of fireball electron temperatures for electrons
from ionization and collection. Using the fireball sur-
face area of AF = 113 cm
2 as measured in Fig. 2 (mea-
surement to be described below) with the electrode area
AE = 2.84 cm
2 this relation can be verified.
Now consider the effect of decrementing the electrode
bias to some value φE,2 < φE,1 marked with the red circle
in the panels of Fig. 1. Immediately after decrementing
the electrode bias, but before the bulk plasma potential
has a chance to respond, the fireball will begin to con-
tract due to an imbalance in the Langmuir condition re-
sulting from insufficient ionization since the new double
layer potential is less than the required value ∆φDL given
by Eq. 4. The locking of the plasma potential to within
∼ EI/e of the electrode potential is mediated through
changes in the fireball area. Changes in the plasma po-
tential are caused by changes in the value of AF as de-
scribed by Eq. 5. Similar to the case described above, an
underdensity in the fireball leads to the inward motion
of the double layer. As the double layer contracts the
plasma potential lowers to φp,2 < φp,1. Once a sufficient
fall in plasma potential is reached the required steady-
state double layer potential ∆φDL is attained once again.
Now at φE,2 a steady-state fireball can be maintained be-
low the critical electrode bias given by φE,1. The corre-
sponding potential profile is indicated by the line marked
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FIG. 2. A) An example of an image used to determine the
fireball diameter. B) The same image converted to binary
with a luminance threshold of 0.6. The fireball area ai and
electrode length di are marked in pixels. C) The fireball diam-
eter as a function of electrode bias. D) The fireball diameter
as a function of plasma potential. E) The scaling of electrode
current, fireball area, and electron flux with electrode bias.
with the circle in Fig. 1C. This process can be repeated
as long as the new, lower, electrode bias is not less than
∼ ∆φDL above the pre-fireball plasma potential. This
description is consistent with the plasma potential being
approximately φE − EI/e below the electrode bias, indi-
cated by the blue line shown in Fig. 1B. The electrode
bias at fireball collapse is slightly more than EI/e above
φp,0 due to the order Te term in Eq. 4, which is typi-
cally a few eV. In Fig. 1 this is approximately 5V above
EI/e = 16V , resulting in ∆φDL ≈ 21V . Fireball collapse
results from an inability of the plasma potential to de-
crease beyond the value given by Eq. 5 when AF /AW
approaches the minimum ratio set by the electrode area
AE/AW . In practice, the minimum fireball area just be-
fore extinction will be greater than this since the double
layer surface area is always larger than AE .
Additional experimental measurements were taken to
verify the predicted relationship between fireball size,
electrode bias, and plasma potential. These were con-
ducted in a 1mTorr Ar filamentary discharge contained
in a multi-dipole chamber which was described previ-
ously in Ref. 19. Pre- and post-onset electron temper-
atures and densities were approximately 2-3.5eV and 1-
2×109cm−3. Fireball formation was initiated by bias-
4ing an insulated disk electrode with a conducting 1.9 cm
diameter exposed face. The plasma potential, electron
density, and electron temperature were measured in the
bulk plasma via a Langmuir probe sweep. The I-V and
plasma potential-electrode bias plots for this experiment
are shown in Fig. 1. To determine the size of the fireball
as a function of electrode bias and plasma potential, a
series of images were obtained along the hysteresis curve,
see Fig. 2A. Each image was converted to a binary image
with a luminance threshold set at 0.6 resulting in images
like the one in Fig. 2B. The number of pixels in the white
area ai were counted and used to define a characteris-
tic diameter in pixels di =
√
4ai/pi. The characteristic
fireball diameter corresponding to di was determined by
multiplying by the electrode diameter (1.9 cm) and di-
viding by its length in pixels li. Figure 2C and 2D show
that the fireball diameter as a function of electrode bias
and plasma potential have a similar dependence.
Figure 2D corroborates the description of the hys-
teresis given above. A plot of a value proportional to√
AF with plasma potential, calculated from Eq. 5, has
a dependence which is in agreement with the experimen-
tal data. This demonstrates the coupling between the
plasma potential and the fireball area. As the electrode
bias is decremented below the critical bias, the fireball
contracts and the plasma potential falls until a new equi-
librium position where e∆φDL satisfies the relation in
Eq. 4. The constancy of the double layer potential is
inferred from Fig. 1B.
The coupling between the plasma potential and fire-
ball collection area is also apparent when evaluating the
scaling of the electrode current. Figure 2E shows the elec-
tron current along with values of the electron flux inferred
from experiments and the measured fireball surface area,
all normalized to their maximum value. The electron flux
density at the sheath edge of the fireball was calculated
from experimental measurements using ne
√
Te/me. A
comparison of these quantities during the decrementa-
tion of the electrode bias reveals that the electron flux is
nearly constant, while the electrode current and the fire-
ball area have similar scaling. Therefore, it is concluded
that the fireball surface area is responsible for the change
in current collection.
Another feature of the measurements is the change in
temperature associated with the presence of the fireball,
see Fig. 3. These experiments take place in a DC filamen-
tary discharge plasma with a multidipole magnetic field
configuration for plasma confinement2,5,10,20. In these
discharges, hot primary electrons from the filamentary
cathode are accelerated by the large negative bias ap-
plied to the filament relative to the plasma potential.
When the voltage between the plasma and chamber wall
is small, only electrons with energy above the sheath volt-
age are collected. This results in a preferential loss of the
most energetic electrons in the velocity distribution func-
tion to the wall. As the voltage between the plasma and
the walls increases, fewer energetic electrons from the ve-
locity distribution function are lost at this boundary. On
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FIG. 3. The measured electron density and temperature as a
function of electrode bias.
the other hand, the electrode collects electrons indiscrim-
inately. Thus, a greater electron temperature is achieved
when electrons are only lost to the electrode. This be-
havior is typical of global non-ambipolar flow13 and is
concurrently present with the fireball as seen in Fig. 3.
Figure 3 also indicates that the electron density de-
creases in the electron sheath regime, but is relatively
constant when the fireball is present. The electron
temperature on the other hand increases by ∼ 1.5eV
when the fireball forms, indicating a state of global non-
ambipolar flow. When the fireball is present, both quan-
tities change relatively little, consistent with the near
constant electron flux in Fig. 2E.
This paper presented a description and measurements
of the hysteresis in fireball electrode I-V traces. The
mechanism for the hysteresis was shown to be that the ac-
celerating voltage needed to sustain the fireball through
continued particle balance is significantly less than that
needed to initiate its onset. After onset, the plasma po-
tential locks to a value below that of the electrode by
approximately the double layer potential ∆φDL needed
to maintain a steady-state fireball. Once a fireball is
present, an increase or decrease of the electrode bias re-
sults in a corresponding increase or decrease in fireball
size. This change in the fireball size either increases or
decreases the plasma potential so that the steady state
double layer potential can be maintained. New exper-
imental measurements demonstrate that the expansion
and contraction of the fireball corresponds to the ob-
served changes in the current collection and plasma po-
tential. Although the discussion has focused on the I-V
hysteresis as the electrode bias is varied, the same prin-
5cipals can be extended to the observed hysteresis with
electrode bias and neutral pressure9,10.
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